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This comprehensive guide empowers library media specialists to achieve full
instructional collaboration, providing curriculum-coordinated lesson plans for
grades 3–5, teaching content while fully integrating information literacy and
technology skills. • Provides over 80 individualized, student-approved print
activities and documents, such as "Green Agenda" and "Archiving Benjamin
Franklin" • Incorporates project-based learning into each lesson unit and offers
suggestions for integrating technology, modifications for above or below grade
level students, and recommendations for read-alouds and extension options •
Contains sidebars with discussion opportunities as well as classroom
connections to each unit of instruction • Includes bibliographies in resource lists
as well as at the end of each chapter
This timely book for grades 3-8 provides step-by-step strategies for developing
students' clear, concise writing and discussion skills about math problems.
Strategy instruction is supported by the included student activities, rubrics, and
exemplar writing samples. The Digital Resource CD contains student activity
pages and graphic organizers.
Important for beginning teachers and media specialists, this guide discusses the
use of technology from a pedagogical perspective. This book is designed to
assist new and practicing teachers with successfully implementing technology
into the curriculum. It focuses on the pedagogical issues of technology--using
technology as an instructional and management tool, and using technology to
meet students' needs. Includes blackline masters to assist educators with using
technology in their classrooms, as well as follow-up activities for teachers to
apply what they have learned. Grades K-12.
If you’re charged with helping educators achieve the vision of the new science
standards, this is the professional development resource you need. This book is
chock-full of activities and useful advice for guiding teachers and administrators
as they put the standards into practice in the classroom. Written by three experts
in professional development for science teachers, Introducing Teachers and
Administrators to the NGSS • Introduces the vocabulary, structure, and
conceptual shifts of the NGSS • Explores the three dimensions of the
Framework—science and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and
disciplinary core ideas—and how they’re integrated in the NGSS • Provides
classroom case studies of instructional approaches for students challenged by
traditional science teaching • Covers curricular decisions involving course
mapping, designing essential questions and performance assessments, and
using the NGSS to plan units of instruction • Examines the connections between
the NGSS and the Common Core State Standards • Offers advice for getting
past common professional development sticking points and finding further
resources Given the widespread changes in today’s education landscape,
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teachers and administrators may feel overwhelmed by the prospect of putting the
new standards into practice. If you’re a science specialist, curriculum
coordinator, or instructional coach who provides professional development, you
will find this collection immensely helpful for heading off “initiative fatigue,”
whether in an individual school or throughout a district.
Focusing entirely on Number and Operations, this book delves into three major
content areas of the NCTM standards—Number Systems, Operations, and
Computation. Students explore the relationships between numbers, the meaning
of various operations and how they relate, and the techniques that make
computation a breeze. Various formats of questions allow students to address
one or more of the NCTM process strands on each page. The standards
correlation chart and icons at the top of each page identify effective activities
utilizing Problem Solving, Reasoning and Proof, Communication, Connections,
and Representation. Skill checks and cumulative tests are included as well as
vocabulary cards to help reinforce mathematical terms and symbols. Answer key
provided
Part of Prufrock's new series for the upper level classroom, Advanced Placement
Classroom: Hamlet allows teachers to take a fresh approach on one of
Shakespeare's most famous plays, by moving beyond basic history and
memorization of quotes. Students will study cultural variations of the Hamlet
story, recreate the tale's events in a news show format, rewrite scenes using
modern-day perspectives, and create their own blogs to discuss the play's
relationship to contemporary life.
Training courses for initial and in-service training of employees of public or private transit
organizations, to be taught by community, junior or technical colleges or by transit organization
instructors.
Think It, Show It: Social Studies is a practical and informative resource that supports the
teaching of writing in the social studies classroom to meet the demands of the today's
standards and the C3 Framework. The creative instructional strategies and resources guide
students in communicating their historical thinking through writing and speaking. Specific stepby-step strategies are provided to help students develop clear, concise writing and discussion
skills about historical documents, events, and other primary sources using text structures such
as description, narrative, comparison, and cause-and-effect. The included student resources,
rubrics, graphic organizers, and exemplar writing samples also support instruction and provide
students a clear understanding of the expectations for success.
The book's 75 lessons and reproducible activities touch on all areas of science and provide the
key to a world of science magic and mystery. While kids will have fun doing the activities and
learning to love science, they are also being encouraged to develop other skills, including
reading, writing, math, and art. The book is designed to help young students catch the "science
bug" and find the answers for themselves to these and other questions: Why do cats have
whiskers? How does a caterpillar change into a butterfly? Why do elephants have such large
ears? How does a grasshopper grow? Why is the skin on my elbows so wrinkled? Why does
food taste different when I have a cold? How can we make perfume from flower petals? Why
does my shadow change during the day?
This series ensures that students learn necessary reading skills by offering a variety of texts
combined with targeted lessons to practice and reinforce comprehension and fluency. The
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fiction and nonfiction passages prepare students for the type of reading found on most
standardized tests.
A history of the United States in the twentieth century, featuring sociological and cultural
events, as well as strictly historical, and using many pertinent literary excerpts.
The vital resource that provides all assignments for The World’s Story Volume 2 course, which
includes: Materials lists for each chapter, oral and written narration prompts, critical thinking
questions, copywork, sketching, map activities, timeline exercises, Dig Deeper research
prompts, and other fun projectsReview sections, craft suggestions, special project ideas, art
and architecture studies, and answer keys OVERVIEW: Students will learn all about medieval
history and civilizations. The course includes 28 chapters and 4 built-in reviews, making it easy
to finish in one school year. The activity pages include a variety of fun, engaging assignments.
Both oral and written narration are key elements of the course, as well. Students are also
encouraged to participate regularly in fun research assignments, further reading, crafts, and
more. FEATURES: The calendar provides daily lessons with clear objectives and activities.

How to Manage Your Middle School ClassroomTeacher Created Resources
Grok patterns of smiley faces. Crank answers out of a "function machine." Solve
Sudoku puzzles and "math jokes" (riddles students answer by solving problems).
Balance a scale so the dominoes on one side match the dominoes on the other
side. Correlated to NCTM and Common Core standards, hands-on activities and
concrete manipulatives help students learn how to generalize math problems by
using variables, seeing patterns and functions in concrete ways, and grasping the
concept of equivalence (accomplished by the metaphor of balancing scales). The
teacher book offers teaching procedures and reproducible worksheets; the
student book conveniently binds one student's worksheets together. Grades K-5.
Illustrated. Good Year Books. 139 pages. 2011 revised edition.
These leveled discussion questions about Of Mice and Men require students to
read closely, make connections, and share their analyses. Included are leveled
comprehension questions and suggested answers.
A resource for teachers focusing on the skills students need when working
towards assessment of dance in performance. Describes the dance experience
mainly from the dancer's perspective and in a way teachers can use in their daily
teaching schedules.
This field guide provides practical application of the skills presented via activities
and worksheets that are provided within each chapter.
What activities might a teacher use to help children explore the life cycle of
butterflies? What does a science teacher need to conduct a "leaf safari" for
students? Where can children safely enjoy hands-on experience with life in an
estuary? Selecting resources to teach elementary school science can be
confusing and difficult, but few decisions have greater impact on the
effectiveness of science teaching. Educators will find a wealth of information and
expert guidance to meet this need in Resources for Teaching Elementary School
Science. A completely revised edition of the best-selling resource guide Science
for Children: Resources for Teachers, this new book is an annotated guide to
hands-on, inquiry-centered curriculum materials and sources of help in teaching
science from kindergarten through sixth grade. (Companion volumes for middle
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and high school are planned.) The guide annotates about 350 curriculum
packages, describing the activities involved and what students learn. Each
annotation lists recommended grade levels, accompanying materials and kits or
suggested equipment, and ordering information. These 400 entries were
reviewed by both educators and scientists to ensure that they are accurate and
current and offer students the opportunity to: Ask questions and find their own
answers. Experiment productively. Develop patience, persistence, and
confidence in their own ability to solve real problems. The entries in the
curriculum section are grouped by scientific areaâ€"Life Science, Earth Science,
Physical Science, and Multidisciplinary and Applied Scienceâ€"and by
typeâ€"core materials, supplementary materials, and science activity books.
Additionally, a section of references for teachers provides annotated listings of
books about science and teaching, directories and guides to science trade books,
and magazines that will help teachers enhance their students' science education.
Resources for Teaching Elementary School Science also lists by region and state
about 600 science centers, museums, and zoos where teachers can take
students for interactive science experiences. Annotations highlight almost 300
facilities that make significant efforts to help teachers. Another section describes
more than 100 organizations from which teachers can obtain more resources.
And a section on publishers and suppliers give names and addresses of sources
for materials. The guide will be invaluable to teachers, principals, administrators,
teacher trainers, science curriculum specialists, and advocates of hands-on
science teaching, and it will be of interest to parent-teacher organizations and
parents.
Annotation "Conflict and Communication offers educators a practical curriculum
on conflict management that helps students understand the nature of conflict and
learn the skills that will enable them to deal with conflicts in their lives. The book
is divided into two parts: Conflict Management and Student Mediation." "Conflict
Management contains 60 hands-on activities that help students understand how
personal values are formed, how misperceptions and misunderstandings arise
and affect relationships, and how they can communicate effectively. The activities
explain the roots and consequences of conflict, offer specific strategies for
dealing with conflict, and help students discover basic human rights and their
connection to conflict."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Demonstrate how to overcome obstacles to differentiating high school instruction
and help teachers examine ways to identify learning styles, give students
learning choices, and vary assessment methods.
The second volume in IDEA's Deliberating Across the Curriculum Series, Using
Deliberative Techniques to Teach Financial Literacy is written for busy teachers
who want to bring innovation and participatory teaching techniques into their
classroom. Using the methodologies of debate, role plays, simulations, and
presentations, teachers can teach essential financial literacy objectives to
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secondary level students.
Shows teachers they can use role plays, simulation, debates, speeches and
presentations to teach English.
With age-appropriate, inquiry-centered curriculum materials and sound teaching
practices, middle school science can capture the interest and energy of
adolescent students and expand their understanding of the world around them.
Resources for Teaching Middle School Science, developed by the National
Science Resources Center (NSRC), is a valuable tool for identifying and
selecting effective science curriculum materials that will engage students in
grades 6 through 8. The volume describes more than 400 curriculum titles that
are aligned with the National Science Education Standards. This completely new
guide follows on the success of Resources for Teaching Elementary School
Science, the first in the NSRC series of annotated guides to hands-on, inquirycentered curriculum materials and other resources for science teachers. The
curriculum materials in the new guide are grouped in five chapters by scientific
area-Physical Science, Life Science, Environmental Science, Earth and Space
Science, and Multidisciplinary and Applied Science. They are also grouped by
type-core materials, supplementary units, and science activity books. Each
annotation of curriculum material includes a recommended grade level, a
description of the activities involved and of what students can be expected to
learn, a list of accompanying materials, a reading level, and ordering information.
The curriculum materials included in this book were selected by panels of
teachers and scientists using evaluation criteria developed for the guide. The
criteria reflect and incorporate goals and principles of the National Science
Education Standards. The annotations designate the specific content standards
on which these curriculum pieces focus. In addition to the curriculum chapters,
the guide contains six chapters of diverse resources that are directly relevant to
middle school science. Among these is a chapter on educational software and
multimedia programs, chapters on books about science and teaching, directories
and guides to science trade books, and periodicals for teachers and students.
Another section features institutional resources. One chapter lists about 600
science centers, museums, and zoos where teachers can take middle school
students for interactive science experiences. Another chapter describes nearly
140 professional associations and U.S. government agencies that offer resources
and assistance. Authoritative, extensive, and thoroughly indexed-and the only
guide of its kind-Resources for Teaching Middle School Science will be the most
used book on the shelf for science teachers, school administrators, teacher
trainers, science curriculum specialists, advocates of hands-on science teaching,
and concerned parents.
Global Citizenship is not an additional subject, but a way of teaching the existing
curriculum, which promotes social justice and equity. This handbook explains
Global Citizenship and develops its principles into clear, practical pointers for use
in school. By discussing the issues, ideas and approaches in this handbook,
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users will be able to explore and develop their own understanding of Global
Citizenship. Teachers will be able to bring its concepts into their educational
practice, through every subject area, into assemblies, and across the whole
school. The handbook will be a valuable tool for classroom teachers, head
teachers, teacher educators, student teachers and home school educators. It will
also be of interest to non-teaching staff, governors/school-board members, and
parents.Global Citizenship: The Handbook for Primary Teaching contains: an
exploration of issues for In-Service Training, and strategies for implementing
whole-school change; ideas and activities for assemblies and classroom work;
specific sections mapping Global Citizenship to subject areas for England,
Scotland and Wales; a wide range of activities to deliver subject areas including
Citizenship/PSHE, PSD and PSE through Global Citizenship; lesson plan and
photocopiable resource material to support Literacy/English in the classroom;
material relevant to Environmental Studies 5-14; ideas and guidance on
incorporating Global Citizenship into the QCA Geography Schemes of Work; a
comprehensive list of useful books for children and teachers, resources, weblinks
and contact addresses
Learn ways to create order in the classroom.
Where can students visit an Egyptian pyramid, learn the Sumerian number
system, study the ancient Chinese dynasties, and explore the Mayan city of
Chichen Itza? The Internet, of course! Armed with reproducible graphic
organizers, students go online and hone their research skills to learn about these
and other ancient civilizations. Students then use what they've learned to
recreate a Mayan calendar, map out Mesopotamia, create a timeline of ancient
Greece, and more.
Aid students in analyzing this well-known story about friendship and loss.
Encourage them to depict the struggles that Lennie and George face in their
relationship by completing rigorous yet fun activities and lessons provided in this
instructional guide for literature. Readers will enjoy analyzing this title while
reveling in the life lessons they take away from it. Analyzing story elements in
multiple ways, close reading and text-based vocabulary practice, and determining
meaning through text-dependent questions are just a few of the many skills
students will walk away with after interacting with the rigorous and appealing
cross-curricular lessons and activities in this resource. Written to support this wellknown novel, each activity and lesson work in conjunction with the text to teach
students how to analyze and comprehend rich, complex literature.
Easily implement grade appropriate lessons suitable for Grade 5 classrooms.
Based on current research, these easy-to-use lessons are based on a variety of
strategies to differentiate your instruction. Activities are included to allow access
to all learners. Includes interactive whiteboard-compatible Resource CD with
sample projects, templates, and assessment rubrics. 160pp. plus Teacher
Resource CD.
One World offers educators a practical curriculum for teaching tolerance and
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conflict resolution. Fifty hands on activities help students understand how
personal values are formed; how misperceptions affect relationships; and how
they can communicate effectively. Lessons on decision-making, creative thinking,
and conflict management give them the practical skills that foster tolerance. Each
lesson plan contains learning objectives, background information, materials
needed, activities, activity or resource sheets, discussion questions, and teacher
tips.
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